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After two months of lockdown due to Covid-19, the Indian government began to progressively ease the restrictions on operations by Indian carriers, a decision that helped the
MRO industry as well to resume normal operations. This decision was supported by a number of measures by the government to boost this segment of the industry. This issue of SP’s
Airbuz carries a report by Pulak Sen, Founder Secretary General, MRO Association of India,
on the turbulence this segment has gone through on account of the Pandemic. Also, this
issue of the magazine carries articles on the MRO industry, by three other authors, that deal
with the global scenario of the MRO industry, opportunities and challenges for India in this
segment as also India’s potential to become a major hub for the MRO industry.
After surviving a torrid 2020, things have started to slowly look up for the civil aviation sector as more and more planes take to the air. In the lead story in this issue of SP’s
Airbuz, Rohit Goel, looks at the engines for wide-body aircraft in the world. In another
article, Ayushee Chaudhary looks at the developments in the Pratt & Whitney GTF
engine family as the engine manufacturer continues its way up the market ladder.
As there are signs of increase in demand for air travel globally, Embraer, the globally
established manufacturer of regional jet liners, has released a fresh market outlook for
aircraft in the 150-seat category. According to the report, the global pandemic has led
to some fundamental changes that are reshaping air travel patterns and consequently,
the demand for new aircraft, especially the need for the acquisition of airliners of the
right size. Ayushee Chaudhary gives us excerpts from this Embraer market outlook in this
issue of the magazine.
In recent times, the role of the Airport Economic Regulatory Authority (AERA)
towards the Business and General Aviation segment of the Indian civil aviation industry,
has become a subject of concern. There appears to be total apathy on the part of this
regulatory body towards small aircraft operators leaving no option with them other than
to seek legal recourse to resolve issues. AERA has thus lost its relevance for this segment
of the industry. A report on this problem by Rajesh K. Bali, a specialist in business and
general aviation, has been included in the magazine.
Despite the pandemic, the global civil aviation industry was privileged to participate in the National Business Aviation Association’s (NBAA) inaugural Virtual Business
Aviation Convention and Exhibition (VBACE) 2020. A detailed report on this and related
events by Ayushee Chaudhary has been included in this issue of the magazine.
All this and more in this issue of SP’s Airbuz. We welcome you on board and wish you
many happy landings!
Jai Hind!

All rights reserved.

MEMBER / PARTNER OF

B.K. Pandey
Editor
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Market Forecast

Embraer

Embraer expects 5500

new aircraft
demand

The Brazil manufacturer
expects the coronavirus
crisis initiate rightsizing,
regionalisation and
environmental awareness as a
shift in aviation industry

  by Ayushee Chaudhary

Embraer E190-E2

PHOTOGRAPH: Embraer

A

s the industry rebuilds itself after the historically disruptive coronavirus pandemic, earlier this
month Embraer released its new market ook for the
next decade stating that the manufacturer expects
5,500 new aircraft deliveries in the up to 150-seat category. Global passenger traffic is likely to grow 2.6 per cent annually with China and Latin America leading the increase, based on
the trends identified in the released outlook.
The Brazil manufacturer’s newly published 2020 Commercial
Market Outlook examined passenger demand for air travel and
new aircraft deliveries over the next 10 years with special emphasis on Embraer’s product segment - aircraft up to 150 seats. The
report noted some of the emerging trends that will influence

growth, factors shaping future airline fleets, and the regions of the
world that will lead demand in the commercial sector. The report
also highlighted the driving force behind aircraft acquisitions,
and details deliveries by aircraft segment for 5 world regions.
As a long term impact of the pandemic, Embraer sees a persistent loss of 5 per cent in GDP levels by 2030. The crisis due to the
novel coronavirus has brought about an unprecedented decline
in history and has permanently skewed the curve, the manufacturer highlighted. Nothing compared to the 60 per cent decline as
being seen in 2020 has even been witnessed.
Speaking during the online presentation of the report, Embraer
Commercial Aviation Vice President of Marketing Rodrigo Silva e
Souza stated the Covid pandemic to be the most serious crisis
SP’S AIRBUZ • Issue 6 • 2020
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the industry ever has faced, citing a 60 per cent decline in revenue passenger kilometers (RPKs) in 2020 compared to the 1.8 per
cent decline resulting from the 9/11 tragedies and a 1.5 per cent
fall during the financial crisis of 2008-2009. Embraer sees RPKs
returning to 2019 levels by 2024, but remaining 19 per cent below
the levels the company previously forecast through 2029.
At the end of the decade Revenue Passenger Kilometres (RPK) is
expected to be 19 per cent lesser than what it was in earlier period.
The company expects that in the next four to five years the levels
might restore back to what it was in 2019. It is likely to restore in
2020-2024 period, then grow in the 2025-2029 period but and overall
the growth is still likely to be lower than the previous 10 year period
leading to a 19 per cent smaller RPK, the report pointed out.
“The commercial aviation industry will be smaller. This is the
consensus in the industry. It will take years for it to come back
and when it does come back we believe that growth rates will be
significantly lower than we had before. It will also have a different shape, so changes in global trade flows, changes in passenger
behaviors, will for sure lead to changes in the air travel industry
and passenger flows, leading to a different industry,” said Silva. He
also added that those changes will, consequently, lead to a different global fleet profile, favoring aircraft in the categories in which
Embraer’s product line resides.
The global pandemic is causing fundamental changes that are
reshaping air travel patterns and demand for new aircraft. The
four main drivers noted in the report were as follows:
l
Fleet Rightsizing - a shift to smaller-capacity, more versatile
aircraft to match weaker demand. Rightsizing i.e. adjusting to
new volumes and focusing on profitability is going to be the
key. Jets up to 150 seats have been favoured in airline’s fleet
decisions lately, the outlook report stated. It’s all about using
the right aircraft size for the demand that is out there. With a
lower demand, we believe this will drive the average aircraft
size downward, Silva said.

Rightsizing i.e. adjusting to
new volumes and focusing on
profitability is going to be the
key. Jets up to 150 seats have
been favoured in airline’s fleet
decisions lately, the outlook
report stated.
Regionalisation - companies seeking to protect their supply chains from external shocks will bring businesses closer,
generating new traffic flows. Regionalisation in the sense of
business turning inwards and establishing new flows is going
to be significant. With the slowdown of Global Trade already
being a trend, COVID-19 has put the emphasis on local production to reduce risk of future supply shocks.
l
Passenger Behavior - preference for shorter-haul flights and
decentralisation of offices from large urban centers will require
more diverse air networks. The company also highlighted its
prediction about decentralisation of offices from large urban
centers resulting in more diverse air networks and passenger
behavior trending toward a preference for more short-haul
flights and more environmentally friendly modes of transport.
l
Environment - renewed focus on more efficient, greener aircraft types.
“Instead of a daily commute inside a city, perhaps we will see
short flights between secondary cities and big centers once, twice
a week, or three times, and people prioritising the quality of life in
smaller centers,” Silva said.
l

Regional Breakdown
2020-2029 Deliveries | Up to 150 Seats

North
America

Europe
& CIS

1,600
29%

l Restore connectivity & frequency
l Environment driven replacements

l RJ Replacement

Africa &
M. east

510
9%

l Intra-regional connectivity

l Infrastructure expansion

Source: Embraer 2020 Market Outlook
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l Right-sizing
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5,550

l Right-sizing

l Right-sizing

Latin
America

World

1,350
25%
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Asia
Pacific

1,710
31%

l Right-sizing
l Drive connectivity with Hub & Spoke
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Describing the new passenger behavior, the outlook report
recognised that technology, health and environmental awareness
will influence the decisions of new passenger behavior.
A digital revolution categorised by wide adoption of virtual
communications and services will see e-commerce growth and
enhanced information access accompanied by work from home
trend which is likely to lead to multi-purpose trips (B-leisure) and
decentralisation from large urban centers alongside partial substitution of business travel by virtual interactions.
Health concerns especially looking for crowd rejections will
bring transitions in how the passengers travel as well as where
they travel. The preference for an individual means of transportation, optimised travel time, shift to less mainstream destinations,
preference to domestic destinations and a strong sense of hygiene
and sanitation requirements which will drive the choice of airline,
are all expected to come to the forefront.
When it comes to the environmental awareness, more green
solutions, eco-friendly airlines, diversification of transportation
means and a need for sustainable growth through alternative
tourism is likely to create shifts. On the environmental front it
also needs bigger governmental role and hence a growing impact
of ESGs.
“The short-term impact of the global pandemic has long-term
implications for new aircraft demand,” said Arjan Meijer, President and CEO of Embraer Commercial Aviation. “Our forecast
reflects some of the trends we’re already seeing - the early retirement of older and less efficient aircraft, a preference for more
profitable smaller airplanes to match weaker demand, and the
growing importance of domestic and regional airline networks in
the restoration of air service. Aircraft with up to 150 seats will be
instrumental in how quickly our industry recovers.”
Some of the selected highlights from the commercial outlook
included:
Traffic Growth
l

l

Global passenger traffic (measured in RPKs) will return to
2019 levels by 2024, yet remain 19 per cent below Embraer’s
previous forecast through the decade, to 2029.
RPKs in Asia Pacific will grow the fastest (3.4 per cent annually).

Jet Deliveries
l
l

4,420 new jets up to 150 seats will be delivered through 2029.
75 per cent of deliveries will replace ageing aircraft, 25 per
cent representing market growth.

Unprecedented Decline in History
Financial Crisis
-1.5%

9-11 attacks

SARS
1.9%

Asian Crisis

COVID-19
Pandemic

~60%

Decline in
world
total RPKs
in 2020

1980
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990
1992
1994
1996
1998
2000
2002
2004
2006
2008
2010
2012
2014
2016
2018
2020

-

-1.8%

20

3.7%

40

Gulf War

60

0.1%

80

Iran-Iraq War

100

0.9%

Global RPK's (2019 = 100)

Source: Embraer 2020 Market Outlook

“The short-term impact of the
global pandemic has long-term
implications for new aircraft
demand. Our forecast reflects
some of the trends we’re already
seeing - the early retirement
of older and less efficient
aircraft, a preference for more
profitable smaller airplanes
to match weaker demand, and
the growing importance of
domestic and regional airline
networks in the restoration of
air service,” said Arjan Meijer,
President and CEO of Embraer
Commercial Aviation.
l

The majority will be to airlines in North America (1,520 units)
and Asia Pacific (1,220).

Turboprop Deliveries

1,080 new turboprops will be delivered through 2029.
The majority will be to airlines in China/Asia Pacific (490
units) and Europe (190).
When asked about the future of turboprops and the reason
Embraer was looking at their revival, the executives mentioned
that they are still recognising and analysing the different perspectives especially in terms of the size but turboprops and jets are
indeed the markets that Embraer is looking at.
“We are looking at between 70 and 100 seats. Another possibility
that we believe would be an upside for this programme would be the
replacement of 50 seaters in United States because in some cases it
is too limited to 50 seats. And the turboprop can replace those 50
seaters for much more feasibility and efficiency to carry,” said Silva.
He further added that he believes a main reason for the weak
market of turboprops in regions like North America is also the bad
perception on the passenger experience regarding flying on turboprops which they are certain to change with their efficient e-jets
over time.
While Meijer added that because of this crisis like never
before, things are quite unpredictable but we believe that a
change in behavior is likely to occur.
While presenting the market outlook Silva also took note of the
social consequences of the pandemic, which has had a large impact
on low-income people, whose upward mobility had created a strong
base for significant growth in the airline industry. And now with this
consequential downfall in the growth of this section of the society
due to the pandemic, the demand for commercial aircraft is also
expected to take a toll, contributing to a “re-calibration of the industry at large, leading to a shift, most significantly for Embraer, in the
demand profile for commercial airplanes,” Silva noted. SP

l
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A Technology Pioneer: With the GE90, General Electric introduced the composite fan blade - the first ever in commercial aviation

ENGINES
For WIDE-BODY AIRCRAFT

As passengers become
more discerning, attention
of the airlines is on
safety, comfort, innovation,
sustainability and responsible
flying while keeping an eye on
costs efficiencies

  by Rohit Goel

Y
PHOTOGRAPH: Snecma

ear 2020 is coming to an end and what a year it
was, especially for the global commercial aviation sector.
The upheaval in the aviation sector due to the Covid-19
pandemic and the subsequent grounding of all flights
worldwide, has forced the airlines and aircraft manufacturers to rework their business models and focus on “Operational
and Financial efficiencies” to achieve growth and sustainability.
Operational and financial efficiencies. New
aircraft deployment has to have a healthy mix of wide-body aircrafts that can free up a substantial chunk of narrow-body fleets
which can then be used successfully on newly opened regional
routes. In addition, wide-body aircraft offer airlines the opportunity to offer better customer experience through better valueadded services and more deck space for airlines to implement in6
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cabin features – something that is becoming a deciding factor in
passengers’ airline choices.
The ability to carry higher passenger volumes with wide-body
aircraft allows airlines to easily connect the increasing number of
regional aviation networks and hubs. Also, low-cost domestic carriers get traffic into their metro hubs from where the wide-body
planes offer connectivity to the final destinations. Wide-bodies on
domestic routes provide a high yield option for airlines enabling
them to carry more passengers to airports with limited slots.
Responsible and sustainable flying. Improvements in operational efficiencies must go hand-in-hand with
investing in more fuel-efficient aircrafts to balance growth with
environmental commitments. Decades of technological advancements have made aircraft engines more fuel-efficient and any sav-

Engines

OEMs

Setting Performance Benchmarks: The Trent family of Engines from Rolls-Royce has demonstrated the capability and versatility
to power a diverse range of aircraft and missions

PHOTOGRAPH: Rolls-Royce

ings in fuel cost reduces operational cost as well as carbon emissions. Larger and wider aircrafts will begin to benefit from novel
designs that will further improve efficiency through management
of aircraft drag and distributing propulsion in new ways.
A competitive environment demands that operating costs
be kept low. Improved fuel-efficiency not only reduces costs for
airlines, and thus passengers, but it also contributes significantly
to reducing the aerospace industry’s environmental footprint. We
look at the Engine manufacturers with their engine options that
power the wide-body aircraft.
General Electric (GE). With more than 33,000
engines in service, GE is a world leader in jet engine manufacturing, offering products for many of the best-selling commercial
airframes. Each one of GE’s commercial engines is a leader in its
class for performance, reliability and cost of ownership.
The GE90 – A technology pioneer: The GE90 engine family powers all Boeing 777 models. It is the exclusive powerplant
on the Boeing 777-300ER, -200LR, and Freighter. The engine has
accumulated nearly 100 million flight hours and 14 million cycles
since entering service.
With the GE90, GE introduced the composite fan blade—the
first-ever in commercial aviation. The GE90 fan blade’s uniquely
curved design makes it larger, lighter and more aerodynamic than
traditional titanium blades for reduced engine weight and lower
fuel burn. Plus, the aerodynamic design allows the GE90 fan blade
to pull large amounts of air into the engine, making it quieter and
more efficient while generating unrivaled thrust.
GE9X – The world's next great engine: The GE9X is the
world’s largest and most powerful commercial aircraft engine. It

incorporates GE’s most advanced technologies that have been
developed over the last decade to make it the most fuel-efficient
engine in its class while also delivering unmatched performance.
The GE9X is the sole-sourced engine for the Boeing 777X family.
With the most extensive technology maturation programme
in the history of GE Aviation, the GE9X engine delivers world-class
reliability and performance at service entry. A blend of evolutionary and revolutionary designs enables the GE9X to be the most
fuel-efficient jet engine GE has ever produced on a per-poundsof-thrust basis. It’s designed to deliver a 10 per cent improved aircraft fuel burn versus the GE90-115B-powered 777-300ER and a 5
per cent improved specific fuel consumption versus any twin-aisle
engine available, plus achieve an approximate 10:1 bypass ratio, a
60:1 overall pressure ratio and margin to Stage 5 noise limits.
GEnx – The fastest selling engine: The GEnx is the fastestselling, high-thrust jet engine in GE Aviation history with more
than 2,700-plus engines in-service and on order. GEnx is the bestselling engine on the 787 Dreamliner in addition to powering the
four-engine Boeing 747-8. Based on proven GE90 architecture,
the GEnx engine offers up to 15 per cent improved fuel efficiency
and 15 per cent less CO2 compared to GE’s CF6 engine. The GEnx
engine represents a giant leap forward in propulsion technology,
using the latest materials and design processes to reduce weight,
improve performance and deliver a more fuel-efficient commercial aircraft engine.
Key to GEnx engine's performance are its high pressure compressor, lean-burning combustor and lightweight durable composite materials, including the world’s first composite fan case
and fan blades for commercial aircraft. With the highest pressure
ratio compressor in commercial service today, the GEnx has the
SP’S AIRBUZ • Issue 6 • 2020
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Outstanding Value:
Superb service, excellent
performance retention
and low cost of ownership,
makes the Pratt & Whitney
PW4000 family of engines
an outstanding value

PHOTOGRAPH: Pratt & Whitney

best fuel efficiency in its thrust class, enabling it to power many
of the longest routes. These leading-edge technologies and the
engine's elegant architecture bring in high operational reliability,
excellent utilization rate and route flexibility for more flights per
year and more revenue for airlines.
The CF6 engine family: Cornerstone of the widebody
engine aircraft business.
For 45 years, the CF6 engine family has established an impressive operational record. CF6 engines have compiled nearly 430 million flight hours since they first entered commercial revenue service
in 1971. Certified to power more than 13 different aircraft types, the
CF6 has accumulated more than 115 million flight cycles in service.
The Qantas flight from Dallas to Brisbane is one of the world’s
longest nonstop commercial flights, and GE’s CF6 engines help make
it possible. The flight is powered by four GE CF6 enginesand covers
nearly 8,500 miles. The CF6-80A and -80C2 engines are known for
their high reliability, and this was evident during extended twin operations (ETOPS) testing. Both engines received 180-minute ETOPS
approval on the Boeing 767, and the CF6-80C2 engine received
138-minute ETOPS approval on the A300 and A310 aircraft that
allowed twin-engine aircraft operations over large bodies of water.
ROLLS-ROYCE. For nearly three decades, Rolls-Royce
family of turbofan aircraft engines have continued to push the
boundaries of what is possible, as each new model sets new performance benchmarks for commercial aviation. All told, they’ve
earned more than 100 million flying hours. Members of the Trent
engine family are now in service on the Airbus A330, A340, A350,
and A380, as well as the Boeing 777 and 787 Dreamliner.
The Trent family has revolutionised travel, enabling operators to achieve new possibilities in doing so, from pioneering new
routes, to adapting existing routes, allowing passengers to be
connected more efficiently than ever before.
8
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Every generation of Trent has successfully proven itself, delivering the versatility needed by customers to operate effectively and
efficiently across the globe. The engine family also demonstrates
capability to operate across a wide range of operational conditions,
from short domestic operations, through to ultra-long routes,
including powering the longest passenger flight in the world.
Trent family powers aircraft to over 700 destinations and has
demonstrated the capability to operate in a wide range of environments, such as the hot and harsh airports of the Middle East
to the sub-zero temperatures of destinations in the Nordics. From
the first Trent operator, Cathay Pacific, the seven-strong engine
family is now in service with over 150 operators, serving destinations in over 185 countries.
Trent XWB – Ultra-long-range flying machine: How the
‘Trent’ created ‘a new possible’ when it became the only engine
family to power the world’s longest commercial flight… To only
then do it again, with a twin-engine aircraft.
Trent 700 – Best engine for the Airbus A330: Trent 700
powers more variants of the Airbus A330 than any other engine.
As the only engine specifically designed for the aircraft, it has
both outstanding efficiency and reliability, but also demonstrated
capability and versatility to power a diverse range of aircraft
and missions. The engine design is built upon the success of the
unique Rolls-Royce three-shaft engine architecture and the latest
technology. It delivers the best balance of attributes to achieve
the maximum capability and efficiency on the A330. The Trent
700 is the engine of choice on the Airbus A330 family with over
800 aircraft in service.
Trent 1000 – All the thrust you require: The Trent 1000
delivers the power required for all members of the Boeing 787
Dreamliner family, the 787-8, 787-9 and 787-10. Whether it’s hot
or high airports, short or long routes in your network - if the 787
can fly it; the Trent 1000 can power it.

Engines

OEMs

PHOTOGRAPH: Engine Alliance

Reliability:
Since entering service, the
GP7200 from Engine Alliance
has achieved a 99.9%
departure reliability rating

PRATT & WHITNEY. Pratt & Whitney, a unit of Raytheon
Technologies, is a world leader in the design, manufacture and
service of aircraft engines and auxiliary power units. Their large
commercial engines power nearly 30 per cent of the world's mainline passenger aircraft fleet. The fleet of commercial engines has
logged more than 1 billion hours of flight, powering the narrowand wide-body aircraft that fly both passengers and cargo around
the world. Their patented technology has changed the boundaries of time and shortened the distance between people and places.
PW4000 family of high-thrust engines: Airplanes powered
by this engine are Boeing 747, Boeing 767, MD-11, Airbus A300
and Airbus A310. The engine provide airlines with excellent operational flexibility and high reliability. Advanced, service-proven
technologies, such as single-crystal superalloy materials and its
Full-Authority Digital Electronic Control (FADEC), contribute to
superior fuel economy and reliability. The engine's benefits are
further enhanced by excellent performance retention, long onwing times and low maintenance costs.
The PW4000's noise and emissions parameters are lower than
levels required for all current and anticipated emissions and noise
regulations. For a further reduction in emissions, Pratt & Whitney's TALON (Technology for Advanced Low NOx) combustor
technology is now available for the PW4000.
Since entering revenue service in 1987, Pratt & Whitney has
delivered more than 2,500 PW4000-94'' engines that have collectively logged more than 120 million dependable flight hours on
commercial aircraft around the world.
Pratt & Whitney has taken its successful PW4000 100-inch
engine for the Airbus A330 to new heights with the introduction
of the PW4170 Advantage70™ programme.
Developed specifically for the Airbus A330 twinjet and introduced in 1994, the PW4000 100-inch fan engine has thrust capability from 64,500 to 70,000 pounds at take-off. Pratt & Whitney

supplies A330 customers the entire propulsion system - engine,
nacelle, thrust reverser and accessories. This, along with superb
service reliability, excellent performance retention and low cost
of ownership, make the PW4000 100-inch engine an outstanding value.
The PW4000 112-inch engine, an ultra-high-thrust model
covering the 74,000 to 90,000 pound-thrust class, is the reliability,
experience and Extended-range Twin-engine Operations (ETOPS)
leader for the 777 aircraft, providing the best customer value.
ENGINE ALLIANCE: PRATT & WHITNEY AND GENERAL ELECTRIC JOINT VENTURE. The Engine Alliance, a
50/50 joint venture between General Electric Aviation and Pratt
& Whitney, was established in 1996 to develop, manufacture, sell
and support a family of advanced technology engines for new
high-capacity, long-range aircraft. The result is the GP7200, a twin
spool axial flow turbofan that delivers 70,000 pounds of thrust for
the Airbus A380.
The GP7200 – Powering the A380: The GP7200 is derived
from two of the most successful wide body engine programmes in
aviation history—the PW4000 and GE90 families. The engine benefits from each programmes’ latest proven technologies and incorporates lessons learned from more than 25 million flight hours of
safe operation on both engines. The GP7200 entered service in 2008
with the world's largest A380 fleet, Emirates. The first GP7200-powered A380 was delivered to Air France in 2009. Since entering service, the GP7200 has achieved a 99.9 per cent departure reliability
rating without experiencing a single in-flight shutdown.
Globally, commercial aviation is at the cusp of major technological advancements. Larger and wider aircrafts will begin to
benefit from novel designs that will further improve efficiency
through management of aircraft drag and distributing propulsion in new ways. SP
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AERA
AERA needs to introspect on truly discharging its role, especially for the small aircraft operators

AERA’s Apathy
Towards Small Aircraft
of GA/BA Industry

As of now, AERA has lost
its relevance to small aircraft
operators and, seeking legal
recourse seems the only
option left with them.

  by Rajesh K. Bali

Illustration: Vimlesh Kumar Yadav

T

he ‘Airport Economic Regulatory
Authority’ (AERA) was formed in the year 2009 after
enactment of AERA Act by Indian parliament in 2008.
AERA’s sole function is to determine the optimal charges for aeronautical services at public airport, which
were hitherto being fixed by Airport Authority of India (AAI), with
the approval of the Central Government. With formulation of
Airport Infrastructure Policy in 1997, participation of private sector was allowed in management, operations and development of
public airports. The first two public airports to be privatised were
the most busy Delhi and Mumbai airports. AERA came out with
its first ‘Order’ on aeronautical tariff for Mumbai International
Airport (MIAL) in January 2013 and, that was the beginning of a
long drawn battle for justice and equitable treatment for the small
aircraft industry comprising non-scheduled and private operators.
10
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AERA’s powers and functions have been clearly defined in the
AERA Act para 13 as the ‘authority’ to determine tariff for aeronautical services at public airports. Further, para 2 of AERA Act
gives the list of services, provided by the airports, that have been
unambiguously defined as ‘aeronautical’. Ground Handling (GH)
services and use of ‘hangars at commercially operational airports
on hourly basis (housing), though clearly defined as aeronautical services, are not being determined by the ‘authority’ as per
provisions of AERA Act para 13. Tariff of these two aeronautical
services, GH and ‘housing’ on hourly basis, directly affects only
the operators of small aircraft registered under non-scheduled
and GA category. The airlines operators, because of larger fleet of
aircraft, and fixed schedule, have own ‘ground handling’ staff and
Continued on page 19...
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Global MRO
Industry

A prudent, proactive,
conciliatory and creative
conglomeration between the
aviation OEMs, airlines, MRO
companies, logisticians and
computer programmers, can help
tide over the COVID-19 crisis

  by Zorawar Singh Jaiswal

A

ircraft are complex flying machines that
have numerous static or moving components and
sub-assemblies. The operational life of each of these
is different. Hence, the Mean Time Between Failure
varies substantially amongst them. Thus, to keep an
aircraft airworthy, multiple maintenance activities are required.
These are called as Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO)
activities. They include work that could be scheduled, preventive
or any major refurbishments. All these activities are undertaken
to restore aircraft to nearly its original condition.
The MRO activities require skilled and certified technicians,
spares and test rigs. These resources are expensive. Airlines find it
economically unviable to invest in this activity and prefer to outsource maintenance to specialist MRO companies. The COVID-

19 pandemic forced MRO companies to reduce skilled manpower
to reduce costs. It disrupted spares supply chain and has been
a major MRO business disrupter. However, as the COVID-19
restrictions are being eased out, demand for air travel is picking
up and the scheduled MRO activities that were held in abeyance
by the aircraft operators will commence.
MRO TRENDS. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
of the United States (US), in its recent report has articulated that
during the year 2019, the US had 7,628 aircraft. This is expected
to rise to 9,421 by 2040. This will fuel the demand for MRO over
the next two decades duly fueled by the repair effort needed for
the existing ageing fleet. It is true that the period March to midMay this year had the worst impact on the civil aviation sector.

PHOTOGRAPH: Lufthansa Technik

Lufthansa Technik is the leading provider of aircraft MRO and modification services
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Etihad Engineering offers aircraft maintenance and engineering solutions including heavy maintenance, component repair and technical training

Due to the global lockdown, potential fliers became immobile.
Consequently, airlines that used to depend on the MRO hub for
scheduled overhaul could no longer do so because of the lack of
demand for passenger flights. Hence, either the aircraft had to fly
to the hubs by bearing the flying costs or they had to choose to
defer MRO needs altogether. In the latter scenario, the MRO needs
were merely postponed; but not eliminated. This either raised the
bottom lines of airlines or lowered the top lines of the MRO and
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs). Consequently, the
smaller MRO companies had to shed technical manpower.
It is evident that as flights such as Vande Bharat services
opened up, more and more aircraft are taking to the skies. Cargo
planes have not faced much grounding. Hence, there is an active
and latent demand for MRO services which will invariably
increase in the coming months.

PHOTOGRAPH: Etihad Engineering

CHALLENGES AHEAD. Lack of skilled manpower is the
greatest challenge in the MRO sector. This is due to the fact
that MRO companies chose to release their trained manpower

The global predictions for the
MRO industry have definitely
been affected by the pandemic
12
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to conserve their capital as revenues depleted in the absence of
demand. With manpower having drifted to other sectors for their
livelihood, these MRO service providers are now finding it difficult to muster technicians.
The sudden imposition of restrictions due to the pandemic
resulted in aviation spares and consumables getting stuck up at
various stages of the logistics supply lines. This made it difficult
to implement the ‘Just-In-Time’ concept of supply chain management. As a result, the logistics cost rises. Since the staff has been
reduced, those who operated the supply chains through automation, find it difficult to track the spares location on a real time
basis. This raises the MRO costs as the aircraft and technicians
sit idle awaiting spares for a job at hand.
In order to create additional revenues streams, the OEMs
have started entering the after-sales maintenance markets. Usually, the post-sale repairs were left to the MRO companies. However, recently, the OEMs, especially those that hold Intellectual
Property Rights (IPR) to their products, components, processes
or assemblies, have entered the fray to take on the MRO services
for their products themselves. Consequently, due to legal and
technical barriers, there is a distinct shift of earnings from the
MRO companies to the IPR holding OEMs. This will increase the
cost of MRO as MRO activities are now being undertaken by more
than one organisation.
Many a time, the MRO companies may themselves not have
skilled manpower the necessary tools or authorisation to execute
certain MRO tasks. In such cases, they would be outsourcing such

MRO

Industry

Sabena Technics is an independent provider of maintenance (MRO) and modification services with a wide range of solutions

PHOTOGRAPH: Sabena Technics

tasks to third-party vendors. This is where the quality of work
can become questionable. Ethically speaking, the MRO company should inform the customer about their plan to outsource
part of the MRO activity but this is seldom done. The customer
selects the MRO service provider based on quality of work, but a
third-party vendor may not deliver the same quality. Hence this is
where a deficiency of service may arise.
Inventory holding costs for spares can be high for the MRO
companies. This is because they have to first buy, sort and store
components based on anticipated demand which may not materialise. In such a case, the MRO company first has to invest in the
component and the money is realised after the MRO activity is
completed, approved and billed. Consequently, the MRO companies will try to pass on this investment to either the OEMs of the
components or to third party stockists.
An alternative but plausible, is the purchase of components
from manufacturers who have been approved by the FAA, but
whose components were not used by the aircraft manufacturers.

The COVID-19 pandemic forced
MRO companies to reduce
skilled manpower to reduce
costs

This is something that the aircraft OEMs may not accept. The other
option is to use second hand components that are documented,
tested and stored as per FAA guidelines thus reducing inventory
costs. Though this may be used by private aircraft owners, it is a less
preferred option for the national carriers. Component logistics is a
major concern as it affects the safety and cost of an aviation asset.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. The world is witnessing rapid
growth of technologies involving Artificial Intelligence (AI), Robotics and analysis of Big Data. Engineers are developing software that
are able to think and evolve like humans, where a computer learns
from its past experience and also picks up relevant insights from
the internet on its own, based on a preferred algorithm to improve
its deliverables. This enables the computer to replace humans,
reduce the cost of operations as well as usher in greater reliability
vis-a-vis fatigue and emotion-related human error.
Several aircraft manufacturers are introducing AI, Robotics
and Big Data analysis to capture the prevailing health of components and sub-assemblies. This enables them to evaluate the
residual operational potential of the audited equipment and
reduce their maintenance costs. This step, though helpful for
the large OEMs, produces an asymmetric commercial market for
minor MRO players who cannot assimilate these technologies
due to their financial constraints and vision constrictions. Hence,
they will lose business to the larger MRO companies or to OEMs.
It will be pertinent to state that every challenge is a stepping
stone to an opportunity and to reap economic success.
SP’S AIRBUZ • Issue 6 • 2020
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Air France - KLM Engineering are a major multi-product MRO offering comprehensive technical support

OPPORTUNITIES. The shortage of trained manpower can
be overcome by raising their compensations and retirement age
for the medically fit. This will increase the pool of qualified technicians and wean them back to the aviation sector. The use of
internet-based audio-visual technology can be used to get real
time guidance from the master technicians while the junior staff
works on MRO jobs at remote locations. This will enable the MRO
companies to reduce the movement cost of technicians between
various MRO hubs yet ensuring the availability of their consultancy on a real-time basis. Another possibility will be to shut
down minor MRO hubs and pool the technical stores and skilled
manpower at major MRO hubs to reduce costs through economy
of scale. Of course, the creation of a database and available work
schedules of the technicians will be of immense help to overcome
labour shortages.
The shortage of spares due to their abandonment during the
sudden lockdown will restart with the geo-referencing of each com-

PHOTOGRAPH: AFI KLM E&M

Several aircraft manufacturers
are introducing AI, Robotics
and Big Data analysis to
capture the prevailing health
of components and subassemblies
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ponent along with the possession details of the same on a central
database. These can then be moved by logisticians on priority or
optimal basis. The transnational movement of aviation components attracts levy of interstate duty. The incentive to locally manufacture components that are FAA-approved though not manufactured by the OEM will reduce MRO costs and aircraft downtime.
This provides opportunities for aviation companies to set up facilities to manufacture FAA-approved quality products and induce the
local governments to encourage such indigenous growth.
Manufacturers having a proven track record of integrity will
be able to provide previously used components for replacements
at lower cost. This will open new jobs in sectors such as forensic
analysis of pre-used components to measure their residual life
vis-a-vis their documents. The MRO companies can also enter
into long-term purchase-based contracts through intermediate
stockists at hub centres to ensure cheaper availability of spares.
Software companies using AI and Big Data Analysis can provide MRO-related leads to smaller MRO companies about which
component of which airline needs a repair through virtual data
centres created by them. They may negotiate a fee-based arrangement to buy the wear-and-tear data from the OEMs and users to
provide it as a service to the smaller MROs thus reducing asymmetries between MRO companies.
The global predictions for the MRO industry have definitely
been affected by the pandemic. However, a prudent, proactive,
conciliatory and creative conglomeration between the aviation
OEMs, airlines, MRO companies, logisticians and computer programmers can help tide over the COVID-19 crisis and bring prosperity to the aviation ecosystem. SP
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Current State of

Airlines in India have risen
up to this increase in
demand of cargo volumes
and have requisitioned the
services of Indian MROs
to temporarily convert their
aircraft from passenger to
cargo/freighters

Indian MRO
Industry
  by Pulak Sen

T

he Novel Corona pandemic has had the greatest impact on the global economy in general and the aviation industry in particular. The global aviation industry is
now limping back with some restrictions. Needless to say,
that the global MRO industry has also taken a beating.
On March 24, 2020, the Government of India under Prime
Minister Narendra Modi ordered a nationwide lockdown for 21
days, limiting movement of the entire 1.3 billion population of
India as a preventive measure against the COVID-19 pandemic in
India, bringing the country to a standstill.

At the time of the lockdown the Indian Aircraft Registry had
a total of 690 aircraft on its books of various airlines. IndiGo fleet
is the largest with a total of 274 aircraft, a mix of A320 family and
ATRs, followed by the Indian national carrier with 155 aircraft
consisting of Boeings, Airbus and ATRs, followed by SpiceJet with
109 aircraft consisting of Boeing 737s and Q400s.
With the Government launching its Vande Bharat Mission to
evacuate Indian and other nationals stuck in various destination
all over the world, Air India initially played a vital role and other
airlines followed suit.

PHOTOGRAPH: AIESL

Heavy Maintenance at AIESL
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After a two-month long shutdown, domestic flights were
allowed to resume operations in a staggered manner starting May
25, 2020. The Government put a restriction on the load to be carried by the Indian carriers at 30 per cent of their capacity. Now
this restriction has been increased to 50 per cent of their capacity.
However, in the initially, there were very few passengers traveling
by air. This has somehow increased due to festive season.

PHOTOGRAPHS: Air Works

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT FOR MRO. The year 2020
saw a few silver linings for the Aviation Industry, including MRO.
First good news came for the industry on April 1, 2020 with the
announcement of reduction of GST from the prevailing 18 per
cent at that time on MRO services to five per cent. A tremendous
boost to the Indian MRO industry, which was still not functioning
due to the Lockdown.
Then came the announcement of the Finance Minister’s
statement on MRO. Nirmala Sitharaman said that the Government will take steps to make India MRO hub. She went on to

Extraordinary Notice sub-section (1) of section 3 of the International Financial Services Centres Authority Act, 2019 (50 of 2019),
the Central Government has notified that aircraft lease which
shall include operating and financial lease and any hybrid of operating and financial lease of aircraft or helicopter and engines of
aircraft or helicopter or any other part thereof, as financial product. This a huge boost to the Indian aviation industry.
Indian companies which will enter into this field of leasefinancing are opening up their offices in the GIFT City located in
Gandhi Nagar Gujarat. Changes to the tax regulations introduced
by the Government will provide special incentive for foreign
funds who choose to shift their base from Singapore or Mauritius
to International Financial Services Centre (IFSC), Gift City.

NEW AVENUES FOR REVENUE. With the spurt in
demand for carrying tonnes of medical supply by air around the
world has given a new direction to the global airlines, including
those in India too. Airlines in India have risen up to this demand of
cargo volumes and have requisitioned the services of Indian MRO to temporarily converting
their aircraft from passenger to cargo/freighters. This has opened up a new scope of work by
Indian MROs and thereby creation of a revenue
stream.
SpiceJet Technic, the engineering arm
of SpiceJet, has taken on lease six Q400s and
converted them to an all-cargo version for
this new task. They have also converted five
Boeing 737s. The airline recently announced
it will soon induct its first Airbus A340 cargo
aircraft in its freighters fleet. The induction
of the first wide-body freighter will help the
airline to primarily operate cargo flights on
long-haul routes including to destinations in
Europe, CIS and African region.
“The induction of our first wide-body cargo
aircraft will be a huge game changer in our
journey as the country’s largest cargo operator,”
SpiceJet Chairman and Managing Director Ajay
Air Works is India’s largest, privately-owned, integrated provider of aviation services
Singh said.
According to IndiGo Chief Executive Offisay, “Tax regime for MRO ecosystem has been rationalised. India cer Ronojoy Dutta, the airline operated some international cargo
has all the capacities, manpower and soft skills required. Aircraft flights early on during the lockdown period and the segment
component repairs and airframe maintenance segment is worth emerged as a "bright spot" for airline. The airline has converted
around `800 crore and would increase to `2,000 crore in three ten aircraft in its fleet.
years. Convergence between Defence sector and the civil MROs
"We are looking at cargo even when we come back to full
will be established to create economies of scale. This will lead to operations, should we do some all-cargo operations to internamaintenance cost of airlines to come down.”
tional destinations because there are some channels that we have
This has given a great boost to the Indian MRO Industry. Subse- discovered and these are some strong niche markets. So, I expect
quent to the FM’s statement, a joint working group has been formed cargo operations to do well in the future," Dutta said. The airline is
under the Joint Chairmanship of V.L. Kantha Rao, Additional Sec- reported to be in talks with Airbus to get dedicated freighters and
retary (DP), Ministry of Defence, Vandana Aggarwal, Senior Eco- create a cargo division in the airline.
nomic Advisor, Ministry of Civil Aviation with six other members in
LEVERAGING THE OPPORTUNITIES. According to
order to establish convergence between Defence sector MRO and
civil Aviation MRO operations. This group is working currently and study done by the author, the global pandemic has thrown open
new avenues for business opportunities to the Indian MRO Indusvery soon will give its recommendations to the Government.
Leasing of Aircraft, Aeroengines and Financing of aviation try and the third-party MROs in India have their hangars full with
component has traditionally been very expensive as these are work. SP
done from foreign lands. With active participation by Ministry of
Civil Aviation and the industry stakeholders, on October 16, 2020, The author is the Founder Secretary General of MRO
the Ministry of Finance, Department of Economic Affairs in an Association of India.
16
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Air Works MRO Facility: An MRO ecosystem needs to be established near large airports in India

India’s
Potential
as a Major MRO Hub

With the changes in
taxation policy, India’s MRO
industry for the first time will
be able to see light at the end
of the tunnel

  by Sukhchain Singh

PHOTOGRAPH: Air Works

T

he current market size of the Maintenance,
Repair and Overhaul (MRO) industry in India which is
assessed at about $700 to $800 million, is expected to
grow at 7.7 per cent annually over the next decade. This
is more than three times the global rate. The demand is
being driven by a fleet growing at 9.9 per cent annually to a projected figure of over 2,300 in FY 2040. Indian airlines will become
the third largest buyer of commercial passenger planes in the
world, only behind the United State (US) and China. The growth
is also being boosted by the expansion and development of new
airports, fast expanding Low Cost Carriers, a liberal Foreign
Direct Investment policy, increasing adoption of new technology
and focus on regional connectivity.
Despite an increasing fleet, the MRO industry continues to
struggle for relevance. India needs to build a robust domestic
MRO ecosystem. There are about 40 overseas entities approved
by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) to conduct

MRO on India-registered aircraft which in itself accounts for over
90 per cent of the MRO of the Indian carriers. According to the
Economic Survey for 2019-20, the annual import of MRO services by Indian carriers was around `9,700 crore. “With airlines
fleet growing annually by 100, the size of domestic and imported
Indian airline MRO is set to grow annually to `21,600 crore in the
next five years and to `36,000 crore once the fleet size reaches
2,000 aircraft,” the Survey said.
It is not easy to wean away Indian carriers from their well-established MRO service providers outside India. It has to be a three to
five year mission, involving continuous dialogue between central and
interested state governments, DGCA, Airlines, Original Equipment
Manufacturers (OEMs) and the MRO industry. Airlines in India typically spend about 12 to 15 per cent of their revenue towards maintenance, which is the second highest cost item after fuel. Generally,
airlines carry on-tarmac inspections (A and B checks) in-house and
work with third-party MROs for engine, heavy maintenance (C and D
SP’S AIRBUZ • Issue 6 • 2020
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checks) and modifications. Nearly
60 per cent of the MRO expense is
on engine and component repairs,
which India needs to focus on.
With the prevalence of saleand-lease-back model among
Indian carriers, redelivery maintenance forms a major part of an
airline’s and lessor’s MRO requirements. This presents a good
opportunity for both component
repair and heavy maintenance.
Currently, this is done mostly
outside India, due to various legal
and technical reasons.

MRO ecosystem includes repair
shops for airframe, engine and
components; component suppliers, warehouses and training facilities. The entire MRO zone should
be notified as an SEZ and subject
to zero taxation on all MRO activities. If there is a continued push
for tax and procedural reforms,
aircraft servicing in India can be
20 to 25 per cent cheaper than
its competing nations. It will help
transform the stagnant Indian
MRO industry from mere line or
base maintenance providers to
value providers.

MRO services, Engine and APU overhaul by aiesl
VISION. The Vision 2040
IMPORT
RESTRICfor MRO industry as envisaged
TIONS. The government may
for India is as follows:
l
India shall be a global MRO hub, handling nearly 90 per cent now seriously consider restricting airlines from taking Indian airof the MRO requirements of Indian carriers.
craft abroad for repairs, except in cases where the infrastructure
l
At least 20 per cent of the Indian MRO industry’s revenue shall and technical knowhow is not available in India. Such a restriction
come from foreign-registered aircraft.
may be applied five years after the tax anomalies are removed, givl
Nearly 90 per cent of re-delivery maintenance shall be done ing ample time to develop the MRO eco-system in India.
within India.
Components, tools, test benches and consumables related
to MRO should be subject to immediate clearance by Customs
GST REDUCTION. In March 2020, the Government of India without any harassment and delays. The Illustrated Parts Catatook a decision to reduce GST rate on MRO services in respect of logues issued by OEMs should be treated as adequate proof of the
aircraft from 18 per cent to five per cent with full Input Tax Credit genuineness of the aircraft component. Any violation by an MRO
and to change the place of supply for B2B MRO services to the entity should invite cancellation of license and appropriate penallocation of recipient. This change is likely to assist in setting up ties to serve as a deterrent.
of MRO services in India. Domestic MRO will also get protection
MRO ECOSYSTEM AT AIRPORTS. An MRO ecosystem
due to five per cent tax paid under section 3(7) of the Customs
Tariff Act, 1975 on most imported goods (sent abroad for repairs) needs to be established near large airports. Several busy airports
as this tax is not available as credit. The industry had long been such as Mumbai are already congested. This creates an opportudemanding a reduction in GST rates for a level-playing field vis-a- nity for state governments to create an incentive package over and
vis overseas MRO companies, who are taking away almost 95 per above the central package and attract large OEMs or MRO providers to their state. The UP government has actively been pursuing
cent of the domestic business due to lower taxes.
setting up of an MRO hub with the Centre as a competitive domesREMOVAL OF AIRPORT ROYALTY. Airports in India tic MRO industry, which will cater to both civil and military aircharge royalties on the invoice value of MROs, over and above the craft. The Uttar Pradesh government is in talks with the Centre for
space rentals that MROs pay to the airport companies. This is a setting up two MRO hubs — one in Jewar and the other in Meerut.
violation of Clause 18B ( f) of the National Civil Aviation Policy
The UP government is in talks with an American and a French
2016 that stipulates removal of all such royalties and add-on costs company regarding setting up of MRO facilities. Both the compafor a five-year period. The said Clause needs to be enforced with nies are ready, but have been asking for incentives such as GST
immediate effect.
relaxations. For this, the Government of India needs to tweak its
policies on MROs. "If we these incentives are not provided, they
MRO SEZ. Airlines will need a complete MRO ecosystem in would rather go to Sri Lanka and Singapore,” State Investment,
India in order to switch from their current service providers. The Export Promotion and MSME Minister Siddhartha Nath Singh
said. Without divulging the names of the companies, the Minister
said that while the MRO in Jewar will cater to bigger aircraft, the
facility in Meerut will cater to smaller ones.
In order to build an MRO
In order to build an MRO ecosystem in high-tech domain
such
as engines and avionics, there could be additional incenecosystem in high-tech domain
tives provided for MROs investing in these categories. MROs and
such as engines and avionics,
component warehouses need to be declared as free trade zones
with zero rate of GST and a ten-year holiday on corporate tax,
there could be additional
capital gains tax and dividend distribution tax. Disrupting existincentives provided for MROs
ing relationships between Indian carriers and foreign MROs will
not be easy. Some incentives such as capital subsidy and interest
investing in these categories
subsidies to attract investments need consideration.
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Poor quality of training
infrastructure is one of the
major disadvantages of Indian
MRO sectors.
COST ADVANTAGE IN INDIA. MRO manpower costs in
India are said to range from $30 to $35 per hour. This is almost 60
per cent cheaper than in Western Europe or the US, but comparable
to wage rates in China or Indonesia. India also has a vast talent pool,
whereas developed countries are facing a dwindling availability of
high-quality engineering talent, apart from an ageing workforce.
However, in India an increasing trend is that aerospace engineers
are choosing to work abroad, many even being poached from Indiabased carriers. To address this, MRO companies are working with
educational institutions to guide graduates towards the aerospace
sector and also institute after-graduation employment programmes.
SKILL DEFICIENCIES. Poor quality of training infrastructure is one of the major disadvantages of Indian MRO sectors. The
quality of institutes and technicians for MRO work approved by
DGCA is poor. They need retraining every two years. For Indian
companies to enter into highly regulated international market,
India needs an approval from a recognised aviation regulatory
body such as the European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA).
Only ten per cent of the MRO business is handled by Indian MROs.
The DGCA is making efforts to streamline its licensing procedures
similar to that of the EASA by entirely changing AME licensing

as module system. Implementation of new DGCA regulations by
training schools and its effectiveness in improving quality requires
a long-term observation by industries to gain confidence.
ADDITIONAL BURDEN ON AIRLINES. The airlines have
now been burdened with additional tax liability of five per cent on
receipt of services from foreign MROs. The additional liability has
arisen on account of deeming the place of supply of these services
performed outside India as the location of the recipient i.e. location of domestic airlines receiving the services. The dependency
on the foreign MROs shall continue till the domestic MROs industry catches up with its foreign counterparts in terms of size and
competence. The apprehension in the minds of the flyers would
make it very challenging to restore the growth of the industry to
the pre-pandemic position.
LIGHT AT THE END OF TUNNEL. Announcing measures to boost the country’s domestic aviation sector, Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on May 15, 2020, said that steps
would be taken to make the country a hub for MRO. “Not just
civil aircraft but military aircraft can also benefit from the MRO
if we make India a huge hub. Maintenance cost for all airlines
will come down and that again will have a ripple effect on passengers. Travellers can probably pay less after that,” she said. The
announcement was made by the Finance Minister as part of
the fourth tranche of stimulus measures to boost the economy
amid the corona virus pandemic. With changes in taxation policy, India’s MROs for the first time will be able to see light at the
end of the tunnel. Significant Capital Expenditure coupled with
additional policy alignment is still required. As these issues are
gradually addressed, MROs in India may finally take off. SP

AERA’s Apathy Towards... Continued from page 10
own or hire hangars ‘on long lease’. The small aircraft industry,
which connects every nook and corner of India, has to depend on
the airport operator for both GH and hangar (housing) services to
carry out routine day to day operations.
AERA comes out with its mandatory ‘Consultation Paper’
(CP) proposing aeronautical tariff at major public airports (both
privatised & operated by AAI) for the forthcoming ‘five years
period’. While ‘housing charges’ are being determined each time,
these are never being implemented by airport operators in actual
practice for the small aircraft operators in NSOP/GA category.
And, AERA turns a blind eye to it in spite of BAOA’s repeated submissions, as comments on CP, to treat ‘hourly rentals’ of public
airport hangars as ‘housing charges’. Therefore, this remains an
‘exercise on paper’ every time and AERA’s orders continue to be
blatantly ignored by airport operators. As regards GH charges,
AERA, for reasons known only to the ‘authority’, doesn’t even
propose tariff for the GH services to be mandatorily provided by
‘public airport operators’ as per Schedule-I of ‘Ground Handling
Policy’ issued by the government through ‘The Gazette of India:
Extraordinary’, on December 15, 2017. This, again, adversely
affects only the non-scheduled operators as they connect the
whole of India and, can’t have own GH staff at every airport. In
some isolated cases, at Delhi & Mumbai, AERA does issue the list
of GH charges for small aircraft but, these are just the ones sent
to the ‘authority’ by the airport operators or its concessionaires.

Never, till date, AERA has decided GH charges, which so adversely
affect small operators, as per provisions of para 13 of AERA Act to
ensure ‘viable and economic operations’. AERA defines this isolated approach as ‘soft touch’ one but, this hits the small aircraft
‘the hardest’ and endangers sustainability of operations. Allowing
of ‘royalty’ for both, ‘hourly use of hangars’ & ‘GH charges’, further
adds ‘salt to injuries’ and small aircraft operators continue to suffer at the hand of AERA. It is important to mention that ‘royalty’,
which is levying charge without providing any service, is not provided for in para 13 of AERA Act. AERA has been allowing ‘royalty’
on ‘hangar rental’/ GH charges’/’Fuel Services at public airports.
In the beginning of this very year (2020), government intervened
for stopping royalty on fuel services at public airports, defined
as ‘Fuel Throughput Charges’. This has happened because of
the larger cause of ‘fuel charges’ adversely and unfairly affecting
scheduled operators too, including Air India.
It is high time AERA introspect on truly discharging its role
as ‘economic regulator of public airports’, especially for the small
aircraft operators, in non-scheduled category, connecting all cities
across India, as part of public air transport network in the country.
As of now, AERA has lost its relevance to small aircraft operators
and, seeking legal recourse seems the only option left with them. SP
The author is Managing Director, Business Aircraft Operators
Association (BAOA)
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Air India Engineering Services Limited (AIESL), is a wholly owned subsidiary of Air India Limited to perform MRO services

MRO
Opportunities
PHOTOGRAPH: aiesl

and Challenges – India
  by Zorawar Singh Jaiswal
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India offers a great MRO
opportunity due to its
geographical location,
proximity to the international
shipping lines and its own
massive intrinsic aircraft fleet

MRO

Industry
shipping lines and its own massive intrinsic aircraft fleet. As per
the Handbook (Aviation) 2018-19 released by the Directorate
General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) on its website, India has 1,940
flying machines registered with them. These include both public
and private aircraft of all types. Hence India’s intrinsic inventory
of aircraft is colossal and can support a vibrant MRO Industry.
However, the Indian MRO industry faces some challenges in providing MRO services to the vast number of aircraft due to technical, human, legislative and financial reasons. Nonetheless, every
challenge can be an economic opportunity if properly exploited.

M

aintenance Repair and Overhaul
(MRO) includes all those activities that are undertaken by aircraft owners to keep their aircraft airworthy. Usually, all MRO job works are not done
in-house by airlines so that they can concentrate
on their core domain of generating revenues by flying passengers
and cargo. Individual aircraft owners, on the other hand, lack the
economic and technical resources needed to carry out the MRO
activities themselves. Hence, clusters of MRO Companies that
offer repair services organically come up where there is a high
throughput of aircraft to offer aviation MRO services to airlines
and private jet owners.
Singapore and Dubai are the major MRO hubs in Asia. India
lies roughly between them and offers a great MRO opportunity
due to its geographical location, proximity to the international

CHALLENGES. MRO Hubs: MRO hubs are concentrated in
Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Mumbai and Nagpur. These airports have
a high passenger throughput. As a result, the airport parking space
being scarce making it expensive for an aircraft coming for overhaul. This raises the cost of repairs. Since there are several MRO
companies at one place, they try to pull the limited pool of trained
technicians towards them resulting in high employee turnover and
higher wages. Since the number of aircraft being serviced at one
airport is large, the need to stock spares and inventory also goes
up raising warehousing and inventory holding costs. Consequently,
the high concentration of MRO companies at these places makes
them uneconomical. It results in an inequitable distribution of job
opportunities in the country and migration of technical labour.
Taxation: In India, the MRO industry attracts a GST of 18 per
cent, whereas, Sri Lanka charges zero tax. Malaysia and Singapore
charge seven per cent tax. Thus, it is quite likely that Indian aviation companies may like to deploy their aircraft in such a way that
they undertake or satiate their MRO needs overseas in order to
enjoy the arbitrages of taxation, cheaper spares and economies
of scale. It is quite possible that small jet owners and local aircraft operators may not be able to plan their itineraries with such
meticulousness. They will perforce patronise Indian MRO companies and pay higher taxes.
Spares: During the survey, it was found that the aircraft manufacturers expect that the MRO companies replace components
from the same companies which manufactured the aircraft. So,
even if there are other companies who offer similar components
that have been approved for the aviation sector by the aircraft
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM), the MRO companies
prefer to use components from companies that were used in the
initial manufacture of the aircraft. There is a need for the Indian
aviation sector quality assurance agencies to take a proactive step
in this direction by assuring the stakeholders about the fitness
of such replacement components manufactured by companies
whose products were not used by the OEMs.
Forensic Trail of Pre-used Parts: There is a high possibility
of using pre-used spares. This is only possible if the usage, serviceability train or record of each component is diligently captured and
it should be independently verifiable through forensic science. Thus,
MRO companies will only use those parts that have genuine, verifiable residual life. The forensic tests will include an audit of the genuineness of the component. In addition, state-of-the-art test-benches

India’s intrinsic inventory of
aircraft is colossal and can
support a vibrant MRO Industry
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are needed to check the metallurgy and the residual performance
capability of the components as they age. Employment of big data,
component calibration charts that can be prepared by the OEM and
test labs, will enable the MRO companies to estimate the residual
life of the components so that the cost of MRO can be reduced.
Equipment Life Calculation: Most aircraft manufacturers
are based in areas that have cold weather. Thus, they are free of dust,
loose sand and excessive humidity. Consequently, the life of aircraft
and components is calculated as per the manufacturer’s weather
and environmental conditions. When these machines operate in
the tropical environments such as India, their performance and
useful life gets reduced. Hence there is a need to predict the performance parameters of these components based on the tropical
conditions. It is a well-known fact that a rise in temperature causes
enhanced wear and tear of moving components. Even the lubricants lose their viscosity when mixed with sand, dust and moisture
leading to premature failure or reduced life of components.
Prediction of Next Overhaul Requirements: Today, the
aircraft OEMs have a huge database and statistics of the current

PHOTOGRAPHS: GMR Aero Technic

Maintenance work at GMR Aero Technic

state of usefulness of aircraft components. Consequently, they
can predict the likely date of component overhaul or replacement. This data, however, is only with the aircraft manufacturers
or those OEM suppliers who have invested in Research and Development in this field. Large-sized MRO companies can predict this
data using specific algorithms. Consequently, they can estimate
and negotiate a component’s delivery using the Just In Time (JIT)
concept. This way they will reduce their inventory holding costs
and offer cheaper MRO services. However, smaller MRO companies cannot have access to such technologies and they will not be
able to offer services at competitive prices. They will eventually
be driven out of business. Nonetheless, all these challenges offer
new opportunities to the Indian MRO companies.
OPPORTUNITIES. Balanced National Growth by
Regional Hubs: The National UDAN project connects to remote
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The MRO industry in India is
sitting on the cusp of a great
economic opportunity
parts of the country through the hub-and-spoke model. The hub
airports of this scheme now need to be developed as MRO services
providing centres. Low-end MRO tasks can be carried out here and
the parking space is cheap. This will encourage the local aviation
sector technicians to stay nearer their homes and even settle for
lower salaries. Lower overall costs will induce MRO companies to
relocate to remote locations. The state government’s revenues too
will go up due to the State’s GST and also lead to better regional
development. Such decentralisation of MRO services will lead to
better economic development of the fringe areas of the nation.
Taxation: The Government has to reduce the tax on MRO
activities. In fact, if it is on a par with Sri Lanka, it will wean other
foreign aircraft owners to patronise Indian MRO companies. This
will enhance employment opportunities for trained Indian engineers, scientists, management and ITI graduates and ITI graduates. The loss to the state coffers due to reduced taxation may
bring more gain to the masses by generating employment. This
can be proved by a Social Cost Benefit Analysis.
Local Spares: There is a huge potential for MRO companies
to set up credible testing facilities. They can be used to prove to
the aircraft owners that locally manufactured aircraft components
are on a par with what the OEM has used. Once faith in the test
lab certification is established then import substitution will take
place. This will swing the balance of payments in India’s favour.
Forensic Labs: Just like Aviation Law is a subject by itself, there
exists a great opportunity to set up Forensic Labs that offer specialised services to the aviation MRO sector. These labs will have a
document section to ascertain the integrity of the documentary evidence that accompanies a component in terms of its age, wear and
tear, repair and residual life data. The mechanical section will check
a component’s physical condition against wear and tear graphs that
need to be created if not already available. The chemical section will
check the residual life of the aviation fluids. The sections together
will be able to predict the expiry date and the residual life of aircraft
components and accordingly, optimise the MRO bill.
Usage Prediction: Today, it is possible to integrate 5G technologies to transmit big data generated about the performance
parameters of critical aviation components using embedded systems or machine learning. This data is then crunched by Artificial Intelligence programmes and the component effectiveness
can be predicted. Based on the latter, demand for replacement
components and technical manpower can be placed along with
the repair bay space-cum-time slot. This will holistically minimise
the MRO costs. The combination of these tools will help the companies to optimally bid for and win tenders.
This facet will enable IT engineers to set up shop even away
from the MRO hub. All they need to do is to buy this data from the
aircraft OEMs and operators to predict the demand and sell the
analysed output to smaller MRO operators who cannot afford to
generate such commercial leads in-house. The MRO industry in
India is sitting on the cusp of a great economic opportunity; it has
to harness its technical manpower, employ new emerging technologies such as embedded systems, and reduce taxation to earn
handsome profits by providing MRO services globally. SP
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Pratt & Whitney

Engines from Pratt & Whitney's GTF family

Pratt & Whitney
GTF Family

continues its
way up

The GTF engine is in a
league of its own. The first in
a new era of commercial jet
engines, the GTF is built with
an architecture that is superior
by design with an unmatched
runway for growth

PHOTOGRAPH: Pratt & Whitney

  by Ayushee Chaudhary

P

ratt and Whitney, a division of Raytheon
Technologies Corp. announced on December 18, 2020
that the Geared Turbofan (GTF) engines powering the
A320neo family have achieved a world-class engine dispatch reliability rate of 99.98 per cent. “The GTF engine

powers more than 900 aircraft across nearly 50 airlines and three
aircraft families: Airbus A320neo, Airbus A220 and Embraer E-Jets
E2. GTF engines have saved more than 400 million gallons of fuel
and over 3.8 million metric tonnes of carbon emissions since they
entered service in 2016,” the manufacturer stated.
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“Thanks to upgrades completed in close coordination with
our customers in 2020, GTF engines for the A320neo family are
now delivering industry-leading reliability. When you combine
this with our best-in-class fuel efficiency and low carbon emissions, it’s easy to see why GTF-powered fleets have seen high
utilisation as the industry begins to recover,” said Carroll Lane,
President of Commercial Engines at Pratt & Whitney.
The manufacturer also added that the fleet has achieved an
exceptional level of operational performance: A320neo family aircraft with GTF engines have averaged more flights and more hours
per day than comparable aircraft. “The GTF-powered A320neo
family is currently operating at about 90 per cent of its pre-pandemic utilisation levels. The A220, E190-E2 and E195-E2 have also
proven their value with our customers, with airlines depending on
them for the right mix of capacity, range and economics. These
aircraft have been operating at about 80 per cent of pre-COVID
utilisation throughout much of the crisis,” added Lane.
Pratt & Whitney (P&W) pointed out that it accomplished this
by taking advantage of the downtime afforded by the crisis, during which the company developed “quick turn” shop visit capability to incorporate product upgrades across a rapidly growing
service network. This year, the company also announced that four
new facilities would join the GTF MRO network: Aircraft Maintenance and Engineering Corporation (Ameco) Beijing, MTU
Maintenance Zhuhai, OGMA in Portugal and China Airlines in
Taiwan. Air India Engineering Services Limited (AIESL) was also
announced as a provider of maintenance services in support of
GTF operators in India and the surrounding region. Additionally, two network facilities completed their first engine overhauls:
Delta TechOps in the U.S. and EME AERO in Poland.
Despite the pandemic hitting the world, P&W welcomed
new customers to the growing GTF family this year itself includ-

“Thanks to upgrades completed
in close coordination with our
customers in 2020, GTF engines
for the A320neo family are now
delivering industry-leading
reliability. When you combine
this with our best-in-class
fuel efficiency and low carbon
emissions, it’s easy to see why
GTF-powered fleets have seen
high utilisation as the industry
begins to recover,” said Carroll
Lane, president of Commercial
Engines at Pratt & Whitney.
ing Aegean Airlines, China Express Airlines, Middle East Airlines
and SWISS. Each of these took delivery of their first GTF-powered
A320neo family aircraft, while Air Canada entered service with its
first A220 aircraft and Juneyao Air began operations with its first
A320neo aircraft.
P&W also highlighted that since entering service in early
2016, the GTF engine family has delivered on its promised abil-

PRATT & WHITNEY GTF ENGINE FAST FACTS
Meet the Family
PW1200G
Powering the Mitsubishi SpaceJet M90

56”
Fan Diameter

9:1
Bypass Ratio

15K - 17K
Pounds of
Thrust

PW1700G
Powering the Embraer E-Jets E175-E2

56”
Fan Diameter

9:1
Bypass Ratio

14K - 17K
Pounds of
Thrust

PW1900G
Powering the Embraer E-Jets E190-E2 & E195-E2

73”
Fan Diameter

12:1
Bypass Ratio

19K - 23K
Pounds of
Thrust

PW1500G
Powering the Airbus A220

73”
Fan Diameter

12:1
Bypass Ratio

19K - 25K
Pounds of
Thrust

PW1400G-JM
Powering the Irkut MC-21

81”
Fan Diameter

12:1
Bypass Ratio

28K - 31K
Pounds of
Thrust

PW1100G-JM
Powering the Airbus A320neo Family

81”
Fan Diameter

12:1
Bypass Ratio

24K - 33K
Pounds of
Thrust

Source: Pratt & Whitney
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PW1100G-JM offers a very high overall efficiency and significantly reduce fuel consumption, carbon dioxide emissions and noise generation

ity to reduce fuel burn and carbon emissions by up to 20 per
cent, and to dramatically reduce regulated emissions and noise
footprint.
Among other accomplishments, before this year like no other
comes to an end, P&W is adding feather to its hat. The manufacturer’s GTF engines, which power Airbus A320 NEO family planes
being operated by budget carriers IndiGo and GoAir have crossed
two million flight hours in India, the US engine maker reported
recently. There are over 180 Airbus planes with Pratt & Whitney
(P&W) GTF engines in India. “Our customers IndiGo and GoAir
were early adopters of the revolutionary GTF engine, and we are
happy to say that these engines have crossed two million flight
hours in India,” Pratt & Whitney President and Country Head for
India Ashmita Sethi said in a release. “With more than 180 GTFpowered aircraft in India and an extraordinary engine dispatch
reliability rate of 99.98 per cent, our customers are recognising the
superior fuel efficiency that GTF engines deliver. Since cost savings are especially important in the current environment, we've
seen airlines prioritise operating their GTF-powered aircraft
before any others,” she added.
The GTF engine, with its revolutionary geared fan technology,
is transforming aviation by delivering game-changing economic
and environmental performance. The GTF engine powers five
aircraft platforms, with the Airbus A220, the Airbus A320neo family and Embraer E190-E2 already in commercial service. The Mitsubishi Regional Jet (MRJ) and Irkut MC-21 are currently under-

going flight testing. The GTF engine has met all performance
specifications since the start of entry into service. For example,
the GTF-powered A320neo has achieved a 16 per cent reduction
in fuel consumption, a 75 per cent reduction in noise footprint
and a 50 per cent reduction in nitrogen oxide emissions.
The GTF engine's fan-drive gear system is just one component of this next-generation engine. The Pratt & Whitney GTF
engine also incorporates advances in aerodynamics, lightweight
materials and other major technology improvements in the highpressure spool, low-pressure turbine, combustor, controls, engine
health monitoring and more.
With a strong backlog of more than 8,000 firm and option
engines on order with over 80 customers, the GTF offers approximate savings of 100 gallons of fuel per flight hour and reduction in
C02 of 1 metric ton per flight hour.
Pratt & Whitney GTF engines will help drive more efficient,
sustainable air travel, enabling airlines to open new routes and
fly more people farther, with less fuel – and much lower noise.
Operators have the ability to create options for routes that didn’t
exist before and make point to point destinations more available
to the flying public. These benefits result in quieter communities,
quieter flights, cleaner air and economic development.
The pioneering technology of the GTF allows for further evolution and performance enhancements in the future. Being at the
very early stages of this new technology, we see a tremendous runway for further efficiency gains and new aircraft applications. SP
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NBAA-VBACE

Inaugural Virtual
Business Aviation
Convention &
Exhibition

With virtual booths,
exhibition halls, chat lounges
and much more, NBAA’s
VBACE 2020 took innovation
a notch-up

Organised virtually, VBACE was an impressive combination of exciting new content and innovative variations of established NBAA events

PHOTOGRAPHs: NBAA

T

he year 2020 has been nothing short of an
adventure that exposed everyone to unprecedented
challenges and nudged them towards unique innovations. The aviation industry has been no different,
while it is facing some of its most testing times but
constantly going further with new adaptations in this transforming world. The latest testimony to that is the National Business
Aviation Association’s (NBAA) inaugural Virtual Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (VBACE) 2020.
“With VBACE we’re doing more than moving online – we’re
moving ahead. This event promises to move the industry forward
and connect us in an innovative and state-of-the-art way. It is
an unmatched opportunity for everyone in the industry to chart
their course for the year ahead,” NBAA stated.
Happening on December 2-3, 2020, VBACE indeed is an impressive combination of exciting new content and innovative variations
of established hallmarks of NBAA events. Through its exclusive
keynote addresses planned with award-winning singer, songwriter
and pilot Dierks Bentley and acclaimed writer Erin Meyer; educational sessions; sessions on sustainability, tax benefits, ownership,
safe operations, security concerns, etc. there is a wide range of session for the attendees to have an immersive experience.
The VBACE also features New Products Exhibit Hall which
offers a one-stop look at dozens of gathering of new products and
services, being offered by companies ranging from new industry
entrants, to the industry established OEMs. The New Product
Hall complements 21 primary VBACE Exhibitor Halls featuring
170 unique, three-dimensional booths, ranging from small spaces
to enormous custom installations that will allow you to transport
to the booths right from the comfort of your homes.
Exhibitors such as Airbus, Boeing, Bombardier, Cirrus, Collins
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Aerospace, Dassault, Embraer, Honda Aircraft, Honeywell, Pilatus, Pratt & Whitney, and Textron Aviation, and many others are
exhibiting for the first time at any NBAA show.
Throughout VBACE, a slate of chat lounges, coffee socials and
other virtual gatherings spanning the diverse range of business aviation roles and positions have also been arranged for attendees to
gather virtually to socialize with their peers.The platform also gives
you interactive booths with demonstrations, one-on-one video
meetings, resources that highlight products and services for attendees. There is also an option to chat with the exhibitors, and have you
own personalized virtual backpack. Whether it's an exhibit video,
education session, an entire booth, or any other collateral, you simply click on the Virtual Backpack icon where it will be saved for you
to watch, read, or act upon when it's convenient for you.
There is also a virtual newsroom. NBAA had even arranged a
dedicated journalists' webinar prior to the event to provide information and insights for attending and covering the first VBACE.
NBAA Senior Vice President for Exhibitions and Membership
Chris Strong noted, “VBACE is going to help us connect in new,
exciting ways. That ability to connect is how we build and sustain relationships. It’s how we better ourselves as professionals.
It’s how we get business done. It’s how we plan for the future, as
individuals, and as an industry. We have many ways for people to
connect, and we want to highlight those.”
With many such sessions to attend, a lot of interesting and
important information to gather, inspiring stories to experience,
and expo halls to explore, VBACE 2020’s day one was full of excitement as the aviation world came together virtually. Here are some
important highlights from the session. SP
—By Ayushee Chaudhary
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NBAA-VBACE

Business Aviation To
Emerge Stronger
From Pandemic
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assenger air travel came to a halt across
the globe and industries especially aviation and travel
industry were hard hit. However with the shift towards
safe travel and social distancing, business aviation did
see better moments compared to commercial aviation.
Last few months have been extremely challenging but industry leaders believe business aviation appears to be returning more
quickly and moving in a positive direction. A panel of industry
experts came together to discuss the new era of healthy travel
and the COVID solutions for business aviation. Bill Kircos, Vice
President, Global Marketing, Honeywell;
Chris Bodine, Vice President and General
Manager, Standard Aero Business Aviation Services; Brian Wenig, Vice President,
Mechanical Systems, Honeywell Aerospace; Peter Zeeb, Managing Director, The
Van Allen Group and Ed Bolen, President
and CEO, NBAA were part of the Thought
Leader Session, The New Era of Healthy
Travel, sponsored by Honeywell.
During the discussion, the panelist
discussed reasons for optimism – including interest from a new kind of clientele,
and strong signs of pent-up demand – to
offset concerns about the pace of global
economic recovery.
Ed Bolen remarked that encouraging data about flight demand and consumer trends provide confidence that the
industry will emerge from the pandemic
stronger and more adaptive. Identifying
an uptick in potential first-time users as a
particularly promising sign, he said, “New
customers have seen the inherent advantages to business aviation: going more
places in less time, reaching destinations
they didn’t think they could reach, and flying in a safe, secure and
healthy manner.”
Standard Aero’s Bodine also said that the overall trajectory for
the industry appears to be healthy going by data on flight hours
and new owner pre-purchase evaluations as a sign that first-time
flyers are likely to stick around.
While Bolen acknowledged that the industry’s recovery relies
on a global economic turnaround tied to COVID-19 vaccines, he
is hopeful that business aviation will be a leading indicator of that
recovery, once vaccines are distributed next year.
Zeeb also agreed that health concerns related to the pandemic have been a major factor driving new consumer interest in
business aviation. “Our clients who have maybe been on the fence
about business aviation are seeing that it’s an option to eliminate

Industry leaders came
together virtually to discuss
the new era of healthy travel

concerns about a cabin packed with people,” he added.
Wenig, too reported an increased demand for cabin air filtration systems and antimicrobial surface coatings that he believes
represents a “new normal” for the industry.
Honeywell’s Chief Executive Mike Madsen said in a virtual
press conference, “the business aircraft sector has improved in
the back half of 2020 but flight hours this year will still be down
some 30 per cent from 2019 levels. It is starting to improve significantly from those depths that we saw back in the second
quarter of the year.”

As might be expected, the corporate aircraft segment has
been most-significantly affected by the pandemic, with flight
activity down 40 per cent year-on-year. The private-aircraft sector is 25 per cent lower, Madsen says. Madsen further highlighted
that the usage of aircraft in the fractional-ownership segment has
fallen 23 per cent year-on-year, while usage of charter aircraft is
down just 15 per cent. The charter sector’s relative strength likely
reflects “folks that are upgrading from first-class commercial
travel to private travel.”
Honeywell also stated about a rising demand for large-cabin
and ultra-range business jets as compared to the mid-size jets,
and more demand for mid-size jets compared to light jets. SP
—By Ayushee Chaudhary
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VBACE 2020 Highlights
Workforce Concerns
and Changes
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BACE 2020 witnessed an education session on
the “Business Aviation Security: Changing Approaches
to Protecting Your People and Company,” which was
hosted by Doug Carr NBAA’s Vice President of Regulatory and International Affairs. Clay Hendon, Senior
Director of Operations for Twenty20 Solutions; Greg Kulis, past
Chairman and current member of the NBAA Security Council and
Eric Moilanen, President of Premier Corporate Security and Chairman of the NBAA Security Council were also a part of the panel.
During the session, the experts touched upon the multi-facet
variations in the working
dynamics. “Basic security
processes – simple things
that are routine to us like
locks and alarms are often
verified by multiple people
– now might be verified by
someone working alone.
It is now essential to know
who is in the facility and
when,” said Kulis.
Hendon
highlighted
that the ground transportation must also be
a consideration in such
cases. They also acknowledged that remote work,
now commonplace due to
efforts to mitigate the risk
of COVID-19 transmission,
has increased cybersecurity
vulnerabilities. Personal devices are used heavily and home networks are often not as controlled as an organisation’s networks,
leading to increased exposure.
The discussion further nudged the companies to invest in the
right equipment for employees to work from home, if resources
allow such an investment. Employees working from home should
take measures to secure their devices, separate work tasks from
personal devices or use a VPN or appropriate firewall to secure
their organisation’s sensitive information.
Crew Management in the New Reality. However, despite adaptations and innovations, the pandemic has
driven shocks to the aviation labor market, and the business aviation industry still battles the long-term pilot shortage issues, as
highlighted by the panelists for during a VBACE session on ‘Crew
Management in the New Reality’.
28
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From the ground support
staff to the maintenance
professional, working in
isolation to working from
home, education sessions at
VBACE proactively discussed
about the transitions in the
workforce post COVID-19

The discussion pivoted around a recent CAE study that determined more than 45,000 business aircraft pilots will be needed by
2029 – 41,000 just to offset retirements and attrition, with growth
required to crew a projected 3,600 additional active aircraft.
Through planned retirements, early retirements and individuals
choosing a different career path, 27,500 pilots left aviation in 2020
– nearly three times the numbers seen in a typical year, according
to Butler. With another 12,000 projected to leave next year, these
unplanned departures could drive a shortage sooner than most
people think. However, business aviation has an opportunity to
use the current flying environment to address severe
challenges related to longterm staffing, said Simon
Azar, Head of Strategy and
Marketing for civil aviation
with CAE. “The industry has
unfortunately slowed down
tremendously, but that also
gives it a shot at catching up
to the shortage we have and
addressing it to a certain
extent.”
The discussion also
pointed out that the uneven
pace of recovery between
business aviation and other
segments of the industry
presents short-term opportunities to find talented
professionals, while also
acknowledging that meeting long-term demand will still require
finding and retaining new talent.
Role of the maintenance professional. In
a VBACE session, “Beyond the A&P Ticket: The Expanded Role of
Today’s Modern Business Aviation Maintenance Professional,” NBAA
gathered some of the industry’s leaders to discuss the skills today’s
technicians need to become great managers. The session acknowledged that the role of a maintenance leader has changed dramatically in the past decade and the knowledge required by directors
of maintenance now extends far beyond technical expertise. Given
the changing scenario and the heightened concerns around safety,
the panelists also pointed out how maintenance leaders can also
enhance safety by ensuring every team member is valued. SP
—By Ayushee Chaudhary
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VBACE Lays Out Key
Suggestions For
First-Time Buyers
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s NBAA’s inaugural VBACE 2020 continued
on its second day, sessions significantly acknowledged
the rise in the number of new buyers for business aircraft. Owing to the safety concerns and the need for
social distancing, the pandemic of novel coronavirus
has nudged a shift in people’s perspective towards business aviation, bringing in new customers for the BizAv industry.
A panel discussion during the VBACE 2020 analysed how
charter differs from traditional airline travel and what are some
of the tips that first time buyers can keep in mind. In the session,
Chartering a Private/Business Aircraft: Tips for First-Timers,
NBAA Senior Vice President of Strategy and Innovation Mike
Nichols, CAM, laid out the various options available. There was
another session, Buying a Private Aircraft: What First-Time
Private Aircraft Buyers Need
to Know, which was also moderated by Nichols, along with
aircraft transactions experts
Amanda Applegate, a partner at
Aerlex Law Group, and Deborah
Bew Liu, founding President of
Aircraft Acquisitions, Inc.
Speaking through the session Nichols explained a typical
charter customer uses an aircraft for 50 or fewer hours per
year, and customers can book
directly with a charter operator
or with a charter broker, that
arranges air transportation but
does not directly provide the
transportation. He also added how by comparison, on-demand
charter, jet card programs and membership programs are different from charter, and that they typically include pricing of oneway flights, opportunities for shared flights and other perks.
“Flights under any of these programmes may be tax deductible if used for business purposes, but customers should verify
this possibility with their tax professionals. Charter customers
should consider their specific needs when looking for a charter
operator or charter broker,” Nichols said.
Bradon Miller, Director of Charter Sales at Desert Jet added,
“It’s important to understand what your mission and need will
be. There are many options available to charter customers and
the right solution depends on the customer’s unique needs. I’d
recommend the first time charter customers look for a referral to
a specific charter operator or broker and ask if the operator has
received a third-party safety audit.”
While Sonnies Bates, CAM, and CEO of WYVERN Ltd sug-

Considering the rising
number of first time
customers in the business
aviation industry, VBACE
2020 got together experts to
pitch in advice for them

gested that if one is going to book charter, particularly for the first
time, don’t do it in a rush. “It takes a while to develop relationships
with brokers or the actual operator. I encourage the first-time charter customers to ask questions about a charter operator’s safety
programmes, specifically if the organisation has implemented a
safety management system.”
The experts also added that overall, the key to a successful firsttime charter experience is to do your research by asking questions
on these topics and others before chartering a flight for the first time.
The sessions also offered tips for what to consider before
embarking on a purchase, some of the key considerations, as
stated by NBAA, included:
l
Buying an Aircraft Is a Team Sport: A prospective aircraft
buyer should assemble a team
of experts to help guide the process. Applegate supported this
statement by explaining that
buying an aircraft is a complex
process and no single person
can be an expert on all issues
at play, including tax planning,
insurance, aviation maintenance and legal compliance.
l
Understand Your Mission Profile: Another expert
advised to start with a mission
profile analysis and consider factors such as where one needs
to go, how often and how many
passengers would be there and
hence finding the right fit. Firsttime buyers should purchase an
aircraft that meets the majority of their mission needs. “Buy an
aircraft for the majority of your trips and consider other options,
such as chartering an aircraft, for the outliers,” they said.
l
Explore Options: While whole aircraft ownership might
be the right choice for some buyers, other options including
partnership or fractional ownership are also available. Some
aircraft users might benefit from a jet card programme or
membership program instead of ownership. Compare aircraft
models and potential fixed and variable costs associated with
those models.
l
Have a Structure: Nichols explained many agencies, including the FAA and IRS, have regulations that impact aircraft
ownership, so it’s important to consult with your team to
make the best arrangements for regulatory compliance and
tax planning. SP
—By Ayushee Chaudhary
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Business Aviation

NBAA-VBACE

Towards A
Sustainable Future
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n September this year, at a first-of-its-kind Sustainable Aviation Fuels (SAF) summit, business aviation leaders
committed to redouble efforts to nurture the large-scale production and widespread adoption of SAF. Sustainability has
been one significant topic of discussion even as the industry
moves ahead to adopt innovative practices. VBACE also took
note of the importance that sustainability has and discussed as to
what other practical steps the industry is taking to move toward
its goal of improving fuel efficiency and minimising its environmental footprint as operators, aircraft and engine manufacturers,
and others came together during a session titled, Next Steps to
Achieving Sustainability.
As business aviation leaders encounter COVID-19 crises, the
industry is well aware of the climate crisis as well and continues
to be at the forefront of making sustainability a top priority, with
innovative and impactful products and technologies.
NBAA President and CEO Ed Bolen remarked, “The industry is
engaging in multiple ways, including next-gen technologies, to make
each plane, each flight and the ATC system more sustainable. We’ve
raised awareness. Now, how do we allow demand to spur production, and production to spur demand or availability is to be ensured.”
Bolen spoke about leading during a crisis, along with Matteo Atti, Executive Vice President of Marketing and Innovation,
VistaJet, and Mark Masluch, Director, Communications and Public Affairs, Bombardier Aviation.
Talking about the steps taken by VistaJet, Atti highlighted
that VistaJet has implemented various sustainability measures,
including investing in artificial intelligence to choose the best
route to curb fuel consumption, resulting in a 6-8 per cent fuel
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While the industry is
tackling the coronavirus
crisis, the leaders are aware
that the climate crisis is not to
be ignored

reduction this summer. “I think the key is not sticking to one solution and thinking you’ve found the pot of gold at the end of it, but
it’s constantly, every day, engaging with the right partners to give
us an incremental improvement on everything we do,” he said.
While Masluch added that SAF is having a real-world impact
on Bombardier’s existing fleet, whether in new or old aircraft. “We
don’t have to wait for a green-technology miracle that will happen
in aviation in the next 20, 30 years from a product-life-cycle perspective. We have real ways to affect change today, largely through SAF.”
The panelists discussed customers’ desire for more sustainable practices. Dan Hubbard, NBAA’s Senior Vice President of
Communications, noted the increasing number of companies
setting sustainability as a top objective, and these organisations
want to know more about SAF, lighter aircraft composites, more
fuel-efficient engines, and interiors with recyclable or renewable components. “I think what we’re going to continue to see
is a growing interest in sustainability of business aviation flight
because it’s increasingly a corporate aim,” Hubbard said.
Recently many companies included Gulfstream had initiated steps towards SAF. Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation
announced the extension of its contract with World Fuel Services to continue providing the business-jet manufacturer with
a steady supply of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) produced by
World Energy. Three more organisations from the sector, other
than Gulfstream announced purchase agreements with SAF suppliers in September the summit was held. These companies were
NetJets, VistaJet and Signature Flight Support. SP
—By Ayushee Chaudhary
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ith the pandemic bringing the world to
a halt, it had made everyone duly realise the importance and the need for innovation as the model to
sustain themselves irrespective of what they do. In
a panel discussion on The Future of Flight: How
Digital Solutions are Transforming the User Experience,” moderated by NBAA Western Regional Representative Phil Derner, panelists stated that aircraft connectivity is powering innovations for
new levels of efficiency and safety and predictive analytics could
also improve passenger service and reduce emissions.
“People want the same connectivity experience in the aircraft as
they have at home, whether it’s surfing the Internet or communicating with their team members. It has to be seamless and reliable,” said
Thomas Sterling, Director of Business Aviation Digital Solutions and
Information Management Services at Collins Aerospace.
Scott Uhlir, Associate Director of Digital Strategy for Collins
Aerospace Avionics remarked, “With
connectivity systems in place, aviation can analyse flight data to power
new predictive technologies. The use
of data is moving us from reporting
on what has happened to where we
can say what is happening now. Very
soon, the industry will move beyond
that to prediction, helping users to
make more effective decisions.”
Predictive technologies, such as
machine learning and artificial intelligence, could soon enable the industry
to create a “digital twin” of an aircraft
for maintenance and diagnostics,
added Daniel Baker, founder and CEO
of FlightAware. “People think about connectivity largely as taking content from the ground and delivering to the airplane. And yet, taking
the data from the avionics and sending it down to the ground allows
us to solve great problems through predictive diagnostics. With this
technology, we can increase efficiencies across the board, and reduce
costs, carbon emissions and noise emissions,” Baker noted.
The panelists also recognised that connectivity also has
helped the industry adapt to the adversities of COVID-19 by
enabling online partnerships to solidify business aviation’s future.
“I don’t have any doubt in my mind that were creating technological innovations faster than ever and when our customers are
ready to leverage them as they get back to normal flight operations, they will be incredibly impressed with what’s been accomplished,” said Uhlir.
VBACE concludes on an exemplary success. The event in itself was a standing testimony to innovation,
technical advancement and adaptation as a way to move forward
with times. The NBAA stated that the first-of-its-kind VBACE

While leaders discussed the
future of flight innovations,
VBACE successfully stood
testimony to innovation and
adaptation
exceeded expectations for bringing people together in a busy digital marketplace, setting the stage for major announcements, presenting inspiring speakers and providing access to the best thinkers for innovating during and beyond the COVID-19 crisis.
“VBACE demonstrated that our industry is relentless in the
face of formidable challenges. We are stronger together, and we
are always moving forward. Clearly, VBACE was more than just
a connection opportunity: it was a new kind of industry catalyst,”
said NBAA President and CEO Ed Bolen.
Bolen also stated some examples to add value to the success
of VBACE. “The 3-D VBACE exhibit floor featured a who’s who of
OEMs, fuel providers, flight and mission planners, avionics firms
and other leading companies. Many exhibitors deftly leveraged
the VBACE platform for headline-driving announcements, which
were thoroughly covered by news organizations. View a sampling
of VBACE exhibitor press announcements,” Bolen added.
He also mentioned that thousands of attendees were part of the
event, including those active in aircraft type clubs, maintenance firms,
safety-advocacy groups, regional
business aviation associations,
groups focused on diversity and inclusion, sustainability stakeholders and
other aviation-based organisations.
“Show-goers gave high marks for the
new capabilities offered as part of the
event, including virtual, bottomless
backpacks. Dedicated VBACE chat
rooms and coffee chats invited a new
kind of peer-to-peer engagement,
with hundreds of industry professionals sharing perspectives through energized, online exchanges.”
While VBACE education sessions and new Thought Leadership sessions were a big draw, providing access to innovators in
the fields of safety, sustainability, technological innovation, everchanging international requirements, strategies for promoting
workforce diversity and more.
He also pointed out that dedicated Professional Member
happy hours drew hundreds of registrants to mingle and be
entertained by celebrity guests Dave Coulier, Pilot, Comedian,
and Actor from TV’s Full House; and performances by Grammy
award-winning songwriter of “Eye of the Tiger,” Jim Peterik of The
Ides of March, formerly of Survivor and Cathy Richardson, lead
singer of Jefferson Starship.
“NBAA is energized by the excitement and enthusiasm for the
new ways VBACE provided for doing business, building relationships, bettering ourselves as professionals and working together
to chart a course for the future,” Bolen concluded. SP
—By Ayushee Chaudhary
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THE BOEiNG 737
MAX ROARS BACK
INTO THE SKIES
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n March 18, 2019, the Boeing 737 MAX airliner was grounded by all countries across the globe
operating this latest version of the most widely used
platform. Altogether, there were 387 aircraft being
operated the world over by 59 airlines providing 8,600
flights per week. The decision to ground this particular fleet was
triggered by the crash of Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302 operating a Boeing 737 MAX 8. This disaster took place a few minutes
after takeoff from Addis Ababa airport in Ethiopia in which all
149 passengers and eight crew members on board perished. The
aircraft was practically brand new as it had been with the airline
for just four months. Before this accident, on October 29, 2018,
an Indonesian airline Lion Air Flight
610, a Boeing 737 MAX 8, that took off
from Jakarta, crashed into the Java Sea
shortly after takeoff. There were 189
lives lost in this accident. This was the
first major accident involving a Boeing
737 MAX which is an updated version
of the Boeing 737.
Soon after the accident on October
29, 2018 involving the Boeing 737 MAX,
the original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) revealed that the MAX version had a newly designed automated
flight control called the Manoeuvring
Characteristics Augmentation System
(MCAS), that would push the nose of
airplane down if for any reason, the
MCAS received correct or erroneous
inputs of the nose of the aircraft pitching up and heading for a stall. Under
these circumstances, the pilot would
not be able to manually override the nose down attitude forced by
the MCAS. Unfortunately, for some strange reason, there was no
mention of this newly introduced system in the flight manual and
as such, pilots were not aware of the consequences of the failure
of this system and of the procedure to be followed in the event of
its failure. Hence in both cases of malfunction of MCAS leading
to crash of the airliners, pilots in command were not able to take
appropriate action to regain control of the aircraft.
Failure of the OEM to include information on the MCAS in
the flight manual and the action by the pilot in the event of malfunction of the system, was indeed a serious lapse on the part of
the company. However, for some reason, this was not observed
and recorded by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). This
undoubtedly cast a shadow on the process of certification of the
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The two accidents involving
the Boeing 737 MAX were
indicative of the need for
review and restructuring
of regulatory procedures to
remove inherent flaws in the
system

new model of the aircraft by the US regulatory agency. The two
crashes in less than five months for the same reason, ought to
have been clear evidence that there was a systemic flaw in the aircraft as well as in the regulatory system then in vogue. Clearly, this
needed immediate attention by the OEM to make the necessary
modification to the MCAS and include the relevant information
in the flight manual. These two accidents were indicative of the
need for review and restructuring of the regulatory procedures to
remove inherent flaws in the system if any.
In March 2019, soon after the crash of Ethiopian Airlines flight
302, the House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure
initiated investigation into the design, development, and certification of the Boeing 737 MAX aircraft
and related matters that led to the
two disasters. Apart from the design
flaw in the MCAS, the Investigating
Committee observed that the FAA’s
certification review of the Boeing 737
MAX was grossly insufficient and that
the FAA failed in its duty to identify
key safety problems and to ensure
that they were adequately addressed
during the certification process. The
combination of these problems led
to the loss of two airliners and loss of
precious lives. Grounding of the fleet
of Boeing 737 MAX across the globe
came a deep shock to the parent company that was already under considerable financial stress while battling
its major competitor Airbus. Boeing
cut production of the 737 MAX by ten
units per month and was prepared to
reduce it further if the grounding continued. Meanwhile, Boeing
undertook complete redesign of the software of the MCAS and
built in recovery procedures from incorrect inputs in the flight
system to eliminate all possibility of conflict between the MCAS
and the pilot. Apart from the technical improvements, every pilot
to fly the Boeing 737 MAX are now required to undertake a twohour training course on a computer followed by an hour of flight
simulator training.
After nearly two years of grounding during which the parent
company worked diligently to remove the anomalies in the software, in mid November this year, the FAA has finally given the
green light for the Boeing 737 MAX to return to service. SP
— B.K. Pandey
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